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Terms and conditions for use of the website www.aliaspay.ro  

and declarations for limitation of responsibility 

 

The use of the website www.aliaspay.ro (further generically called “the website”) pertaining 

to the Company for Funds Transfer and Settlement - TRANSFOND S.A. (further called 

TRANSFOND”) is subject to certain “Terms and conditions” and is the object of certain 

declarations for the limitation of responsibility.  

By accessing the website, you, as the user, acknowledge and express your consent 

regarding the following:  

- The information included in the website is general information, offered by TRANSFOND 

with the purpose of introducing the activity and services provided to its clients.  

- By offering information included in the website, TRANSFOND does not formulate, from 

the legal point of view, a contracting offer that is susceptible, in the case of its 

acceptance as such, to result in legal relations of contractual nature. 

- If you are interested in the services offered by TRANSFOND, please use the contact 

form and you will be contacted by a TRANSFOND representative, which can offer you 

the entire relevant information, in its update form. The services offered by TRANSFOND 

are offered only based on certain contracts whose content is negotiated directly 

between the parties.     

- We do not encourage taking business decisions (actions or inactions) only based on the 

information present on the website and we do not undertake any responsibility if you 

rely your business decisions only on the information presented in the website. 

- TRANSFOND makes sustained efforts to ensure that the information available on the 

website is correct and current. Nevertheless, TRANSFOND does not guarantee, shall 

not assume any liability and cannot be held responsible for the accuracy and correctness 

of the contents, as well as, possibly, for the actuality of the information presented on 

the website.  

- The content of the website can be modified unilaterally by TRANSFOND at any time, 

without TRANSFOND being required to notify you in advance or subsequently to the 

modification of the website.  

- TRANSFOND does not offer any guarantee concerning the error-free site operation, 

without interruptions or delays. TRANSFOND makes sustained efforts to ensure that the 

website does not contain malware. Nevertheless, TRANSFOND does not guarantee, 

assume liability and cannot be held responsible for any of the prejudices caused by 

malware, you being the only responsible person for the use of adequate protection 

measures against malware. 

http://www.aliaspay.ro/
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- The website may contain external links (references, links/ hyperlinks), to web pages 

belonging to third parties.  The presence of external links has the role of facilitating 

your access to the web pages in which the respective information is presented. 

TRANSFOND does not guarantee the actuality or relevance of the respective 

information, or their continued presence on the external web page or the operation of 

the respective web pages and does not give any warranties concerning the information 

security degree of those web pages.  TRANSFOND does not have any control over the 

content of the web pages and shall not and cannot be held liable for any type of loss 

or prejudice caused directly or indirectly by accessing and using the information present 

on the web pages. By accessing the external links you acknowledge that you are 

informed concerning the risks of accessing them, as well as of the fact that TRANSFOND 

is not and cannot be held liable for their content.   

Cookies 
- TRANSFOND website does not use cookies.  
- Please keep in mind that the website whose references or hyperlinks are found on 

TRANSFOND websites have their own policies of use for the cookie-type files. 
 
Personal data protection 
- TRANSFOND takes all necessary measures for protecting the confidentiality of personal 

data. The only personal data collected through this website is the data provided by the 
visitors using the contact form.  

- For details for the modality in which TRANSFOND uses the personal data collected 
through the website, you can refer to the Information concerning the personal 
data protection. 

- Please keep in mind that the external web pages whose references or hyperlinks are 
found on TRANSFOND website can have their own personal data protection policies. 

 
Copyrights 
- The website, as well as the entire information present on the site (including text, photos, 

graphic materials, designations, logos and trademarks of goods and services, ideas, 
methods, procedures, know how, concepts etc.) is the property or is legally used by 
TRANSFOND and is protected by the legislation concerning the copyrights and 
intellectual property. The intellectual property rights are not transferable to the parties 
that have access to the website.  

- The use of the website for commercial purposes, as well as the reproduction and 
communication/publication in any form of elements/information in the website is 
possible only based on the express, prior and written permission of TRANSFOND.  

 

Modification 

TRANSFOND reserves the right to modify and complete at any time the terms and 

conditions for the use of the website. Following the modification, this document shall be 

updated on the website. 

https://www.transfond.ro/pdf/ENGL%20Notificare%20pt%20pers%20care%20ne%20contacteaza%20pe%20mail%20si%20formular%20site%20final.pdf
https://www.transfond.ro/pdf/ENGL%20Notificare%20pt%20pers%20care%20ne%20contacteaza%20pe%20mail%20si%20formular%20site%20final.pdf

